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Sonic adventure 2 chao animal parts

Chao Evolution &gt;&gt; Parts/Skills a SharkAttack Exclusive! This is the DEFINITIVE Animal Parts Table you'll ever find on the net! The table below covers Sonic Adventure, but it has yet to be tested if it also works on Sonic Adventure 2! A lot of time and effort has been used to give you, the chao increases, the complete information about what animal
belongs to which group belongs, which teaches the Chao of the animal, and even added and removed the body parts while giving your chao the animal in question! At the bottom, there is even a separate story that explains what levels the animals can be found, and who is the best character to collect them. This is an animal paradise! Take your time and
read through the table, and learn what animal does what: Sonic Adventure Animal Card Animal! Skill group! Body parts added! Body parts removed! What the Chao is learning! Otter! Swimming! Feet! Eyebrows! Learn back stroke in water! Seal! Swimming! Tail! Feet! Learn to Disco Dance! Penguin! Swimming! Eyebrows and feet! Nothing removed! Learn to
ice skate! Bunny! Run! Feet, ears and tail! Nothing removed! Learn forward summer soults! Deer! Run! Feet, arms, ears and tail! Nothing removed! Learn to skip! Kangaroo! Run! Arms, Feet and Tail! Wings! Shadow Boxing! Koala! Multi-range! Hands, feet, ears and tail! Nothing removed! Learn to play Trumpet! Skunk! Multi-range! Tail, feet and arms!
Nothing removed! Learn to draw pictures! Moles! Multi-range! Feet, hands and tail! Ears! Learn to dig! Gorilla! Power! Hands, Ears and Feet! Tail! Learn to beat a Drum! Lion! Power! Hands, feet and tail! Nothing removed! Learn to care for! Elephant! Power! Hands, Feet and Ears! Nothing removed! Learn to run flapping his arms! Pou! Flying! Feathers and
wings! Nothing removed! Learn to pose! Sparrow! Flying! Wings and tail! Nothing removed! Learn to turn on the spot! Parrot! Flying! Prummage, Wings and Arms! Arms and hands! Sonic Adventure Animal Location Chart! Koala, Rabbit, Fish, Penguin, Otter Koala, Rabbit, Sparrow, Parrot, Peacock Koala, Sparrow, Rabbit, Kangeroo, Deer Koala, Rabbit,
Fish, Penguin, Otter Koala, Kangeroo, Elephant, Lion, Gorilla Koala, Sparrow, Rabbit, Kangeroo, Deer Parrot, Sparrow, Gorilla, Elephant, Lion-Skunk, Rabbit, Sparrow, Parrot, Peacock Mole, Parrot, Sparrow, Gorilla, Elephant, Lion Koala, Rabbit, Fish, Penguin, Otter Koala, Otter If you're wondering why certain people are better at certain levels as others,
then it's down to the fact that the levels aren't long enough (Gamma), their levels contain next to no enemies (Great), they can't easily increase chao (Gamma, float over water and can't get swimming chao), or they can't get back to that level (Sonic with the Sky Deck) or they're just not very good at getting the animals for a certain level. Sonic Adventure 2
Animal Card Coming Soon! Sonic Adventure 2 Animal Location Chart! Koala, Skunk, Racoon, Rabbit, Unicorn Ram, Leopard, Peacock, Baby Dragon Ram, Otter, Gorilla, Tiger, Unicorn Racoon, Penguin, Seal, Phoenix Racoon, Rabbit, Leopard, Parrot, Dragon Leopard, Hedgehog, Bat, Skeleton Dog Ram, Rabbit, Hedgehog, Gorilla, Phoenix Skunk, Penguin,
Seal, Vulture, Baby Dragon Skunk, Penguin, Otter, Tiger, Dragon Ram, Peacock, Vulture, Bat, Skeleton Dog Skunk, Rabbit, Gorilla, Tiger, Skeleton Dog Ram, Penguin, Seal, Leopard, Skeleton Dog Skunk, Rabbit, Gorilla, Tiger, Skeleton Dog Skunk, Rabbit, Gorilla, Peacock, Peacock, Unicorn Parrot, Peacock, Bat, Skelton Dog Panda, Hedgehog, Leopard,
Seal, Unicorn Skunk, Purp-Bear, Gorilla, Parrot, Dragon Racoon, Rabbit, Hedgehog, Bat, Skeleton Dog Ram, Leopard, Otter, Seal, Phoenix Ra Kool, Porridge Arrow, Vulture, Tiger, Phoenix Skunk, Peacock, Parrot, Purp-Bear, Unicorn Ram, Purp-Bear, Tiger, Vulture, Skeleton Dog Racoon, Gorilla, Peacock, Parrot, Phoenix Ram, Rabbit, Leopard, Otter,
Skeleton Dog Sonic Adventure 2 Hero/Angry Animal Proficiency Chart! Animal! Type! Ability/Skill! Baby Dragon! Hero! Grow dragon wings! Unicorn! Hero! Grow Unicorns Wings, Feet and Legs! Phoenix! Hero! Phoenix Wings, Feet and Prummage! Skeleton Dog! Dark! Ability to wear masks! Bat! Dark! Remove the chaos bones! Dragon! If you have any Chao
Problems not mentioned here then Email Roareye! ALL INFORMATION HERE AND OTHER PAGES ARE STRICTLY © SHARKATTACK! Got it? Chao are small, cute creatures who appear in the Sonic the Hedgehog franchise. They made their first appearance in Sonic Adventure on the Dreamcast, serving as both a plot device and as a form of virtual pet
for the player. They have since made numerous appearances in other Sonic games, usually as background characters. Features Chao are small creatures with soft, jelly-like bodies. By default, they appear to be light blue with yellow spots on top of their heads, the tips of their arms and feet and on their rumps. They also have small pink wings on their backs
and an emotion ball swishing just above their heads changing shape based on the Chao's mood. Chao can be very complex creatures. They usually behave a lot like human babies and make gibberish vocalizations as they interact with each other and other creatures. They are very emotional and respond to various stimuli depending on how they are treated.
For example, Chao enjoys being pets and love in the company of people who treat them well. Likewise, they fear those who bully and hurt them. The mindset of a Chao depends a lot on the nature of the person they raise and over time the Chao will turn into shape and based on how it's raised. One of the most interesting aspects of the Chao is their ability to
absorb the DNA from other animals. When a Chao makes physical contact with certain animals, parts of its body will change shape and it will get the characteristics of ed animal. For example, touching a bird will increase its flying ability, but touching a heavy land-based animal like a gorilla will increase its strength, but its reduced reduced Forms Chao change
their shape depending on how they care for. There are three main classes of Chao: Neutral, Hero and Dark. Each class possesses different physical characteristics that change depending on the Chao's ability statistics. Neutral All Chao is born neutral and begins life with light blue bodies and yellow spots on their limbs, heads and tail-marks. Maintaining their
neutral status as they evolve requires them to be given equal amounts of attention from heroic or villainous characters. Their colors and shape change depending on how their metrics are managed, which changes when given small animals or different kinds of Chaos Drives (devices sourced from robots in Sonic Adventure 2). Red Chaos Drives indicate the
Power stat, green for Run, purple for flying and yellow for swimming. If all these statistics are kept equal by the time a Chao grows to its adult phase, its appearance will mostly be unchanged and will only have increased slightly in size. The yellow highlights can also turn green. Power types develop a red or orange color and their limbs become thicker and
stronger. Their heads also grow small horn-like outings. Speed types usually rotate a blue-green color, though they can also turn green or even purple, depending on how high their other metrics are. Speed type Chao also grows thorns on their heads that make them look like Hedgehogs. Flight type Chao will turn several shades of pink and their wings will
grow. Two long striped horns will also grow from the back of their heads hanging back and down, giving them a somewhat clownish look. Swimming-type Chao develops many aquatic properties when they reach maturity. Their bodies turn green and yellow and their limbs turn into fins. Their wings also curve upwards and look more like fins than wings. Hero
Baba Chao will grow into Hero-class Chao as they are kinda raised by Hero characters or abused by Dark Characters. Their bodies turn white with blue highlighters, their eyes turn black with white pupils and their floating baubles also turn into blue rings that resemble halos, giving them an angelic look. Standard Hero Chao have two small nubs on top of
their heads that will change shape depending on how their statistics are changed following their transition to adulthood. Speed types have a single striped antenna that ends in a point. If their power status is significantly raised, the antenna will develop a bulbous point. If their flight status is raised, the antenna will turn into a purple striped fin. With the
swimming stat's increase, the antenna divides into a tree like frown. If the run status is raised, divide it into three. Swimming-type Hero Chao develops aquatic-green markings on their torso, arms and feet and their antennae curve in a leaf shape. The antennas elongate at different angles, depending on which stat is raised the most, though when the power
mark is raised, the antennae become like ears formed. Power-type Hero Chao develops reddish orange markings and has three bold fat on top of their heads changing shape depending on further stat change. They are also especially more fat than other types. Flight types develop purple markings on their limbs and their antennae curve back and thin out,
resembing feathers. Their wings are visibly larger and more streamlined. Dark baby Chao will grow into Dark Chao as they are raised by Dark Characters (like Shadow) or abused by Hero characters (such as Sonic). Their bodies turn black with red highlights, their eyes turn blue with white pupils and their floating baubles become pickles. Their tails grow
longer and show - like a cartoon devil - and the Chao's antenna grows crooked. Their wings also become red and webbed. The highlights of Dark Chao change color depending on which of their ability statistics are raised. Normal Dark Chao don't change much after reaching adulthood, though their swimming statistics are raised, causing the antenna to hang
in the back of the head. Power types become stocked, with bulkier arms and chubbier cheeks. Their highlights are also streaked and their antennae stick out upwards, but still crooked. Speed-type Dark Chao, like the Neutral class, develop quills on their heads. These quills are more crooked and curve upwards; they also have colored stripes running
alongside them, which makes them look like Shadow the Hedgehog. Flying Dark Chao develops horns that look like a jester's hat, much like the Neutral flying Chao. The difference is that their colored markings encapslete their entire heads apart from the face and complete the jester hat look. Flying types with their power stat raised seem a lot more devilish
since their horns were tinged red and curving upwards and inward. Swimming types develop bright markings on the stomach and snout. They also grow horn-like extensions from their heads that share the same colored highlights. Chaos types Creating a Chaos Chao are a long process. In order for a Chao to become a Chaos Chao, it must have reincarnated
at least twice. How the player raises the Chao in his previous lives has absolutely no impact on whether or not a Chao can become a Chaos Chao. After a Chao changes for the second time, the player can give it at least one of every little animal in the game. The player can still feed it fruit, and must do so to keep his Chao happy. If all the requirements are
met, when the Chao develops, it should come from the cocoon as a Chaos Chao. Chaos Chao has many unique features. They are immoral, never reincarnated or dying. Chaos Drives and small animals do not affect the appearance of Chaos Chao, though they can still get into different colors. Chaos Chao can't pair either. Although their behavior remains
the same before they have changed, they can no longer change their facial expressions with the exception of falling asleep and interrupting their nap, and are still able to blink. Neutral Chao Who Develops in Chaos Chao Becomes Light Chaos to Reseve Chaos (From Sonic Adventure), Dark Chao Who in Chaos Chao becomes Devil Chaos, and Hero Chao
who develops into Chaos Chao becomes Angel Chaos. Chaos Chao has an ominous, organ-like jingle when they transform. Transform.
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